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1 Introduction

The rapid progress of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has brought attention to ethi-
cal worries in AI development. AI becomes more common and it’s critical that
it’s designed and used responsibly. This research aims to help new AI program-
mers understand how to make responsible choices when programming AI by
presenting a novel Responsible AI Process Model containing six Responsible AI
values: Fairness, Sustainability, Human Centrism, Efficiency, Transparency and
Explainability. Also, we developed a Visual Studio Code (VSC) extension that
incorporates this process model and assists the programmer cultivate Responsi-
ble AI code.

2 Related work

The examination of the Responsible AI (RAI) literature revealed a pronounced
overlap of values, albeit with instances where the same value was named differ-
ently or provided with varying definitions, indicating a pressing need for consis-
tency in defining and labelling Responsible AI values.

The effectiveness of process models in improving code quality and teaching
coding is a grey area. [1] [2] describe steps that need to be completed while de-
veloping AI. The steps from both sources come down to defining the problem,
preparing the data, building and training the model and evaluating the model.
Also, the prominence of RAI values within process models and patterns appears
to be relatively limited. which contradicts the importance of values as stated
within the literature.

[3] and [4] suggest that using design pattern documentation in the form of
pattern comment lines (PCLs) within an IDE can be beneficial for programmers.
The conclusion of the research was that available plug-ins primarily focus on
general coding, offering auto-completion features that help programmers write
code faster but do not necessarily teach responsible coding. Currently, there
appears to be an absence of an extension that offers this.
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3 Methodology

We conducted qualitative interviews with five experts in the field of RAI. The
objective was to identify the key concepts and considerations they deemed criti-
cal within the context of RAI. The insights were then compared with the current
literature on RAI, which lead to the development of the process model.

To translate abstract values into specific norms, the process Design for Val-
ues, proposed by Friedman et al. [5], was utilized. Based on Steen’s theory on
the differences between intrinsic and instrumental values [6], the aforementioned
values could be assigned varying degrees of importance.

For shaping the process model, the final step of the Design for Values ap-
proach was utilized [5] by posing value-related questions found within the lit-
erature to uphold ethical principles. These questions could be linked to specific
instrumental values [7] [8] [9] and translated into tasks that must be executed
to address them. Finally, tasks and associated questions related to instrumental
values could be assigned to specific steps within the programming process.

An experiment was conducted, involving students from the Bachelor of the
Artificial Intelligence program at the University of Amsterdam and Master stu-
dents from the University of Applied Sciences. The participants were divided a
control group and an experiment group. The control group tackled an assignment
without the aid of the VSC extension, while the experiment group utilized the
extension and followed the process model. Each participant was also interviewed
and asked to provide explanations for why they made their choices within the
assignment.

4 Results

The methods yielded values with interpretations. Moral imagination, seen by
some experts as integral to early project stages involving ethical considerations,
is perceived more as a task than a standalone value. Despite this perspective,
the experts’ insights on moral imagination will be integrated into the process
model.

The process model encompasses four programming steps: Define Problem,
Construct and Prepare Data, Build and Train Model, and Evaluate Model. Each
step identifies the values that should be upheld, and corresponding questions are
stated, which simultaneously correlate with the tasks to be performed within
each programming step. This process model had then been used in the develop-
ment of the Visual Studio Code extension, which was utilized in the evaluation
of the model.
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The results of the evaluation provide evidence of the positive impact of our
approach. Participants who used the VSC extension and process model demon-
strated a better grasp of Responsible AI values and their integration into pro-
gramming. Notably, the experiment group exhibited a higher ability to identify
sensitive features in data, recognize proxies, consider fairness and bias, choose
appropriate algorithms, and comprehend the significance of false negative rates.

5 Conclusion

These findings have important implications for AI education and responsible
development. The positive results show that adding Responsible AI values to the
development process helps programmers make informed and ethical choices. Our
approach combines ethical thinking with technical tasks, helping programmers
understand AI development as a whole and allowing them to include values in
their code. The outcomes of this research contribute to the body of knowledge by
providing further support for the positive impact of process models and patterns
on code development capabilities. Additionally, they validate the importance of
incorporating Responsible AI values into process models, aligning with existing
theories and enhancing the practical application of these values.
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